Garden Coaches help their Gardeners make growing decisions based on their personal preferences, how much sun their garden will get, and how many plants can flourish in their containers. Depending on which vegetables gardeners choose, Garden in a Box containers typically hold 3-6 seedlings. Vining crops are generally allowed to run rampant, rather than being trellised or staked. Remember to consider the mature size of the plant when planning your garden!

Here is a list of selected seedlings available from our local farm partners:

- **Basil**-Genovese (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Beans**-Provider (Ripley Farm)
- **Broccoli**-Belstar (Ripley Farm)
- **Chard**-Bright Lights (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Cucumbers**-
  - General Lee-slicing (Ripley Farm)
  - Lemon-unique heirloom (Ripley Farm)
  - Little Leaf-pickling (Marr Pond Farm)
  - Muncher-snacking (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Dill**-Bouquet (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Eggplant**-Patio Baby (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Kale**-Lacinato (Marr Pond Farm)
  - Scarlet Curled (Ripley Farm)
- **Lettuce**-Mixed (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Peas**-Sugar Ann (Ripley Farm)
- **Peppers**-
  - Thai Hot (Marr Pond Farm)
  - Jalapeno (Ripley Farm)
  - Ace-sweet (Marr Pond Farm)
- **Pumpkins**-
  - Jack-Be-Little-edible and ornamental (Ripley Farm)
  - New England Pie (Ripley Farm)
- **Spinach**-Space (Ripley Farm)
- **Tomatoes**-Cherry varieties only, supplied by Extension’s One Tomato project (Ellis’ Greenhouses, Hudson)